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In case you or someone near to you have been arrested with drunk
driving charges in Los Angeles, then the very first thing you or that
person should do is to consult an experienced and competent DUI
attorney Los Angeles. It’s very important to work with such a DUI
attorney Los Angeles who specializes in drunk driving cases and not just
any other criminal lawyer. DUI laws are amongst ever-evolving and
dynamic so it’s very important for your lawyer to stay on top of all
changes. It’s very important to get appropriately represented to ensure
ending up on winning note.

 Why you need to hire an expert DUI lawyer?
Many people aren’t aware but any DUI case has two parts to it. One is
based on level of impairment on defendant’s side. In this failure in field
sobriety tests, erratic driving or physical appearance may be testified by
law enforcement officers or witnesses. The second and main important
part is about chemical results. The legal limit in California for drunk
driving is .08% at the time of test. If your attorney is able to prove that
you were at par or below legal limit while the time of testing, it’s easy to
get your charges dismissed. As interpreting and analyzing results of

BAC meter is quite a complex issue, it’s highly advised to leave things
to a DUI attorney Los Angeles having expertise in drunk driving.
Chances of charges getting refuted in the court increase many times
when your attorney is able to handle your case properly.

 Penalties in DUI cases

DUI charges are considered at par with other criminal charges in state of
California and penalties imposed are decided on various factors
including number of times one has been charged with drunk driving in
the past.

Penalties for first time DUI offense can be 96 hours to 6 months of jail
time, $390 to $1000 in fines and license suspension for around 6
months. However, penalties and fines keep on increasing with every
subsequent DUI charge.

It’s extremely important to select a lawyer who handles more than 90%
cases of drunk driving only. It ensures lawyer’s competence and
knowledge. When you hire an attorney, who has specialization in DUI
defense, it increases the chances of getting a successful outcome. Jon
Artz is a reputed, experienced DUI attorney Los Angeles practicing DUI
defense for over four decades and has over 90 percent win rate. Schedule
your consultation by giving a call at 310-820-1315.

Summary: An experienced, professional and competent legal
representation is must for defending drunk driving charges correctly.
Consult with Jon Artz at 310-820-1315 who is best DUI attorney Los
Angeles in California.
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